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Outline

 Motivation
 Why is neutron background significant for DC?
 Where do neutrons come from?

 Muon generation
 Muons that create neutrons vs. those that do not
 Muon capture vs. Muon spallation

 Veto efficiency for detecting muons
 Neutron extraction

 Veto effect on neutrons
 Muon & neutron correlation
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Neutron Background

 Double Chooz looks for inverse beta decay
 νe+ p           n + e+

 Double coincidence of neutron capture and
positron signal (within ~100µs)

 Cosmic muon background
 Muon interaction will produce neutrons
 Neutrons knock protons out of scintillator
 Protons emit light as they move through scintillator

and neutron captured by gadolinium
 Looks like inverse-beta decay signal
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Neutron Creation from Muons

•High E muons
•Muon interacts with
nucleus via virtual
photon
•Produces neutron
from nuclear
disintegration

•Stopped muon is
captured by nucleus
•Muon inside nucleus
•92% will decay
•8% will exchange a W-

• mu- + p        n + νmu
•Only happens for mu-

Muon Capture Muon Spallation
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Muon Generation - Data Flow
Muon Data: pxyz_hm.dat
-Momentum Information MuonGenerator.cc

-reads muon data
-generates hepevt filesMuon_neutron_bgd.mac

Goal: simulates muons in DC
detector
-reads muon hepevt files
-generates root files of muon
events

MuGen.pl
1.Runs MuonGenerator.cc
2.Muon_neutron_bgd.mac
-makes copies based on number
of batches specified
-sets seed, input hepevt file,
name of output root file
-submits jobs to Condor

Root Script: NeutronSpectrum.C
Goal: Pick out neutrons from
muon events by reading root files
-Creates hepevt files of neutrons
produced by muons
-makes histograms
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What the Muons look like
Initial:
-Point towards DC
-R = 10m  above
DC center
-use p to get x,y,z

Z shift = 5m

Randomize
over X-Y plane
15m x 15m

MuonGenerator.cc
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Simulated World

11m-11m

15m
-15m

15m

DC Detector

Rock

Cavern

Of muon_neutron_bkg.mac

-15m
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Describing the Muons Generated

 2 sets of 1 million muons
 Muon Capture
 Muon Spallation and Capture

 Angular distributions
 Initial Kinetic Energy
 Note:  all of these studies use truth

information
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Angular Distributions: Muon Capture

Conclusion: Dependence consistent with DC proposal/
topography of DC site in MUSIC simulation, no
significant difference between mu that produce n and
mu that do not

Red = muons that produce neutrons
Black = all muons
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Angular Distribution: Muon Spallation
and Capture

Conclusion: consistent with DC site, more mu
produce n because more physics processes,
no significant difference between mu that
produce n and mu that do not

Red = muons that produce neutrons
Black = all muons
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Kinetic Energy: Muon Capture

All mu+,
mu-

mu- that
produce n

mu+ that
produce n

Conclusion: Verifies that these n come from mu- capture 
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Kinetic Energy: Muon Spallation and
Capture

mu- that
produce n

mu+ that
produce n

All mu+
and mu-

Conclusion: see muon spallation creating n for mu
with higher KE0, and muon capture creating n for mu
with lower KE0, above 2000MeV, no difference
between mu+, mu- that create neutrons
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Muon E Deposited in Vetos: Muon Capture

Inner Veto

Outer Veto

Conclude:
Edep for all mu and
mu that produce
neutrons from capture
are the same in veto
detectors.
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Muon E deposited in Vetos: Muon Spallation
and Capture

Inner Veto

Outer Veto

Conclude:
Edep for all mu and mu
that produce neutrons
from spallation and
capture are the same in
veto detectors.
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Finding the Veto Efficiency
•Cut on different energy thresholds
•See how many events will exclude 
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Outer Veto Efficiency: Muon Capture

For all muons with
Edep>0 in OV

For all muons with
Edep>0 in OV and
produce neutrons

Cut on energies below
4MeV for 99.3% efficiency
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Inner Veto Efficiency: Muon Capture

For all muons with
Edep>0 in IV

For all muons with
Edep>0 in IV and
produce neutrons

Cut on energies below
75MeV for 93% efficiency
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Outer Veto Efficiency: Muon Spallation
and Capture

For all muons with
Edep>0 in OV

For all muons
with Edep>0 in
OV and produce
neutrons

Cut on energies below
4MeV for 99.5% efficiency
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Inner Veto Efficiency: Muon Spallation
and Capture

For all muons with
Edep>0 in IV

For all muons with
Edep>0 in IV and
produce neutrons

Cut on energies below
75MeV for 93% efficiency
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Finding the Neutrons

 Three stages
 No cuts
 Neutrons from muons below threshold in IV
 Neutrons from muons below threshold in IV

and OV
 Threshold of vetos from efficiency plots

 OV = 4MeV
 IV = 75MeV
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All Neutrons: Muon Capture

Creation Positions:

R vs. Z X vs. Y

Note: Cut in Z between
-3.5m and 3.5 m.
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Kinetic Energy: Muon Capture
•Can fit neutron KE spectrum
to a power law
•This fit gives n = -5.6
•Previous study used power
law neutron  KE spectrums to
study background
coincidences with n=-1.6,-2.2
•Since the exponent is so
large will probably not reach
energies to produce
backgrounds - will fall off too
quickly.
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No Muon Edep in IV: Muon Capture
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No Muon Edep in IV or OV: Muon Capture
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All Neutrons: Muon Spallation and
Capture

Creation Position of Neutrons:

R vs. Z X vs. Y
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Kinetic Energy: Muon Spallation and
Capture

•Difference between n produced by mu+ and mu-
apparent but small
•Fit to power law gives n = -2.66
•Similar to exponent n= -2.2 used in previous study.
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No Muon Edep in IV: Muon Spallation
and Capture
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No Muon Edep in IV or OV: Muon Spallation
and Capture
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Muon & Neutron Correlation

•No Correlation
•Expected since for muon capture the
muon must be stopped

Muon Capture All Neutrons

All n with
KE0 > 2MeV

All n with
KE0 > 5MeV

All n with
KE0 > 10MeV
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Muon & Neutron Correlation: Muon
Spallation and Capture

•Definite Correlation
•Neutron more likely to go in direction of muon than opposite.
•As E thresh increases, correlation increases - cut out capture
•Conclusion: Must take parent muon into account in spallation
background studies

All n with
KE0 > 100MeV

All n with
KE0 > 5MeV

All n with
KE0 > 50MeV

All neutrons
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Conclusions
 Two Muon Samples

 Muon Capture
 Muon Spallation

 Muon capture has a small background potential
based on number of neutrons produced and energy
of these neutrons

 Vetos effective at reducing background from
neutrons.

 Neutrons produced by muon spallation are
correlated with their parent muon.

 Future: trace muons to background events in DC.
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incredible opportunity to work on Double Chooz.
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